
 

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 

 

THE WAKEFIELD UNITARIAN 
 

The Newsletter of Westgate Chapel, Wakefield 
 

Telephone 01924-373307 

website: www.ukunitarians.org.uk/wakefield/ 

Westgate Chapel was opened in 1752. 

Its congregation was established in 1662 and became 

Unitarian in view in the eighteenth century. 

It has taken a leading part in the economic, social, 

educational, political - and spiritual - development 

of Wakefield and its vicinity. 
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Thought for the month  

 
Strength does not come from physical capacity. It comes from an indomitable will. 

                Mahatma Gandhi 

 

Services in May at 10.30am on  1 May and at 3pm on all other 

Sundays 
       

   1 May                                                                    Stephen Carlile 

   8 May                                                                    Jim Timiney 

 15 May                                                                    Jan Millington 

 22 May                                                                    David Arthur 

 29 May                                                                    Kate Taylor   

               

Rota of Welcomers  
  

  1 May                                                                          John Goodchild 

  8 May                                                                          Pat Howard 

15 May                                                                          Nancy Denison  

22 May                                                                          Ralph Denby 

29 May                                                                          John Goodchild 

 

As always, if you are unable to act as welcomer on the day indicated, you  

are asked to arrange an exchange.  

 

The Westgate Forum, Tuesday 3 May, 10.30am 

 

What do we regard as art? How far does it matter to us?  With the imminent 

opening of the Hepworth Wakefield, and with the Art House as our near 

neighbour, perhaps it is timely to focus a little on the nature of art!  Do come and  

join this small and informal group.  
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Celebrating the formation of the Northern Georgian Society, 

Monday 9 May, 7pm 
 

With the agreement of members of the Chapel Committee, Samzeo (a group which 

shares the music of Georgia) is to hold the launch of the Northern Georgian 

Society in the Chapel on 9 May. The evening will be one of musical entertainment, 

food and wine, providing a chance to celebrate the culture of Georgia. Tickets are 

available at £10 (concessions £8) from Sarah Cobham, Tel 01924-276250 or e-

mail sarahcobham@hotmail.com  

 

Chapel Committee, Tuesday 10 May at 7pm in the Vestry 

 
The Chapel Committee meets on 10 May at 7pm 

 

The Yorkshire Unitarian Spring Festival, Saturday 21 May, 11am at 

Nostell Priory 

 
This year’s Spring Festival is to be at Nostell Priory. We shall meet at 11am by the 

picnic tables in the main car park (flagged up by the YUU banner) and will then 

walk to Wragby Church for a short service.  The fee for the car park is £2 and there 

are extra charges for visiting the house. Do come. 

 

The smallest art exhibition in Wakefield, Saturday 21 May in the 

Chapel drive 

 
The opening of the Hepworth Wakefield on 21 May will be marked by a number of 

other art exhibitions across Wakefield. Jan Millington plans to provide the smallest 

of them – in her camper van which will be parked in the Chapel drive.  

 

Tuesday 7 June 3.45pm End of Session Proceedings, Unitarian College, 

Manchester 

 

The speaker at the end of session proceedings at Unitarian College will be the 

Reverend Stella Cole, Spiritual Care Manager East Cheshire Hospice who will talk 

on the theme ‘Little me – Little you – in the Big Society: Volunteers today. The 

event will be followed by a buffet tea. If you wish to attend, please let Kate Taylor 

know before 23 May.  
   

mailto:sarahcobham@hotmail.com
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Our GA motion on the Enlightenment 

 
Readers may remember that our motion defending the Enlightenment was never 

put to the vote at last year’s General Assembly. There was far too much to debate 

and far too little time to debate it. The interest was such, however, that the Hibbert 

Trust went on to organize a weekend’s discussion at the Nightingale Centre with a 

select few academic participants and a modest number of interested Unitarians. 

Papers presented then included one on the impact of the Enlightenment on women 

and the consequent growth of feminisim, the contemporary critique of the 

Enlightenment, and the ecological perspectives on the Enlightenment. This year’s 

General Assembly included a session, during the Hibbert Trust slot, when Kay 

Millard, secretary of the Trust, provided a resume of the discussions. The papers 

from the weekend are to be published.  See what we started! 
 

The Congregational Assessment Process, Saturday and Sunday 26 

and 27 March 

 
The congregational assessment process turned out to be something of a festive 

occasion. A good many members of the Chapel Committee and others who attend 

the Chapel came to the discussions on the Saturday and Sunday. We were 

privileged to have, as our assessors, not only Dawn Buckle who is a past president 

of the General Assembly, but the Reverend Martin Whittel, the present convenor 

of the GA Executive Committee. The questions were detailed and quite searching 

but discussion flowed freely and with much good humour. During the lunch break, 

Dawn and Martin came with a posse of us to the Theatre Cafe. The assessors 

returned on the Sunday, before the service, to provide us with copies of their report 

– an amazing turnaround of so much material.  There are possible developments 

for us to think about and some changes which we can make quite swiftly and easily 

but we were pleased that Dawn and Martin felt that we were in quite good ‘health’ 

and in good spirits. Copies of the report can be found on the table at the back of the 

Chapel or can be had from Kate Taylor 

 

The photograph on the next page shows the gathered company with Dawn and 

Martin.  
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Among developments recommended were the formation of a pastoral care team, a 

shrewder choice of worship leaders to exclude those who have proved tedious, the 

publication of the Trustees’ Minutes and Annual Reports and for provision of a 

clause in the Trust Deed providing for the eventuality of the closure of the Chapel, 

the reordering of the Chapel interior to provide some flexible space, the 

articulation of Objects for the Rules of the Congregation, a greater focus on Fair 

Trade products in the kitchen, and an improved Wakefield Unitarian with more 

warmth and less ‘intellectual and academic’ content.  

 

Martin sent the following message afterwards: ‘Once again 'thank you' for looking 

after Dawn and me so well over the weekend. I know I speak for Dawn when I say 

how illuminating and inspiring a time it was for us. It was also good to worship 

with you before I left.’ 

 

 Litter 

 
    We had a problem with litter at the front of the Chapel near our notice board.  

Councillor Denise Jeffery  asked Claire Smith, the Neighbourhood Manager for  

Wakefield North to look into this and she has visited twice.  She introduced a man  

who is in charge of clearing litter. I am sorry but I have forgotten his name.  I 

exclaimed: 'What a terrible job!'  but he corrected me and said how much he liked 

doing such a worthwhile job, and he has arranged for the litter bin which had stood 

near the pillar box near the station corner to be moved over to our corner. We are 

to monitor the effect. That bin is being emptied TWICE each day.  I do go to the 

area with a pickup stick  and pop items straight into that bin. 

    The new turf has been put down by the English Cities Partnership. Can we keep 

it free from dandelions? 

                            Pat Howard 

The Garden 
 

   The replacement elm is in leaf and looking healthy.  There is also a young beech 

which is beginning to bud.  There are robins, bluetits and sparrows about and a lot 

of bees, several kinds, also ladybirds. 

                                  Pat Howard 
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Bats 
 

    As it is thought that there are bats near the Chapel we registered an interest in 

the Green City Bats Group and have been sent a folder of useful information. 

People have mentioned four places where they can be found. 

                         Pat Howard 

  

The Alternative Vote 

 
   Two of us attended a debate at Wakefield Cathedral on Saturday April 16th  

about the advantages and disadvantages of the alternative voting system, known as 

AV. Former Labour Home Secretary Alan Johnson spoke in favour of AV, and 

Conservative Co-Chairman Baroness Sayeeda Warsi spoke against.  The Chair was 

taken by the Dean of Wakefield Cathedral, the Very Rev. Jonathan Greener. An 

interesting discussion followed.  

                                                              Pat Howard 

 

Work on the Chapel 
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The extensive work commissioned by the Trustees on the exterior of the Chapel 

has been completed and the scaffolding has been removed. The bell tower has been 

renovated, there has been much pointing, the casing of the back door has been 

repaired and all of the doors have been repainted. The cost has been substantial but 

we still await the final bill of something between £16,000 and £20,000.  

 

The Organ 

 
The reinstallation of the organ will begin shortly. Already the extensively repaired 

bellows sit in a back pew but will need to be raised over the gallery front via 

scaffolding when the work of rebuilding commences. Most fascinating and 

historically tantalising about the dismantling of the organ has been the discovery of 

signatures and dates on the sounding boards: C Booth 1873. The C is for Charles. 

You can learn more in a new book on the Booth family of organ builders by Paul 

Dawson – more on that next month. 
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Privacy – The March Forum 

We asked at the March forum how far we needed privacy and whether we have the 

privacy we need. The question had been prompted by newspaper reports of the 

coming National Census,  by the present Government’s scrapping of plans for 

National Identity Cards, and by the frequency of the installation of cctv cameras.  

It seemed to emerge that we did not feel our privacy was overly invaded at all. The 

consensus was that, unless you had something to hide, the extend of current 

intrusion was of little concern.  We could see nothing wrong with a comprehensive 

system of identity cards and had all had them in the last war.  

We talked first about interception of telephone calls (telephone tapping) or of e-

mails. This activity, it was argued, ‘went with the territory’: if you have electronic 

devices you must recognise that they are not secure. We thought there should be 

some justification – like the national interest – for spying via phone calls and e-

mails, but after all would-be terrorists needed to be stopped in their tracks.  It was 

desirable to trace men who were not paying maintenance orders, etc.  

There was some concern about bodies,  like charities, which pass on details of our 

names, addresses, and e-mail addresses. This results in our being bombarded by 

appeals from other charities and a host of junk mail. But whilst we might be 

irritated, we did not feel invaded.  

It is, we thought, quite amazing how much knowledge various organisations do 

possess about us: if we have loyalty cards for stores such as Tesco, they hold a 

record of all that we buy in their shops. But did we mind who knew our favourite 

brand of detergent? Not at all.  

As for the census itself – the  Office for National Statistics would hold all the data 

and would distil figures needed by governments for forward planning but the data 

on individual returns would remain closed, as in the past, for the next 100 years.  

We talked about c.vs.  What should we disclose about ourselves? The general view 

was that we need reveal nothing except details of our education and past career, 

simply only what would be relevant for the position for which we were applying.  

We spent a few moments on ‘cold calling’ and the scams that go with it. If we did 

find anything too intrusive, it seemed to be these unwanted telephone calls and e-

mails by individuals seeking to trap us into parting with money. We were all, 

apparently, canny enough to be able to deal with these but recognised that the 

fraudsters must be successful elsewhere or the practice would not continue as it 

does.  

And then we talked about the internet phenomena such as Facebook, Twitter, and 

blogging. Even our General Assembly Chief Officer maintains a blog. So rather 
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than wishing to protect their privacy, rather a lot of people seem happy to expose 

the most trivial things about themselves..... 

 

Is religion necessary?  The April Forum 

 
It seemed that for those of us gathered in the Vestry on the first Tuesday morning 

in April, religion – or perhaps more specifically Unitarianism – is a necessity. One 

of the group said that she had, essentially, been so moulded by the influences of 

religion in childhood that it was at the core of her being. But what did we mean by 

religion? Another member provided the definitions from his dictionary: the 

worship of  a god or gods, a particular religion, or something to which one is 

totally devoted – thus football, philately, or shopping could be deemed a religion.  

We focused on the first definition. Perhaps the need for religion was just an 

individual, personal thing, some worshipped instinctively, others accepted the 

concept of something beyond the material world but did not necessarily choose to 

worship whatever this is.  Genuflexion was not for us. One of us wondered 

whether the only god was in the individual’s mind – ‘God be in my head and in my 

understanding’.  Religion is perhaps just a human construct.  

For some religion is necessary for two broad reasons – to give meaning to their 

lives and an answer to the questions ‘How and why am I here?’, and ‘How should I 

live my life?’ and to provide a sense of security for the future in the promise of an 

afterlife.  

But surely this could be misleading and simply superstition. The individual exists 

by sheer random chance.  Darwin, we all agreed, provided an adequate explanation 

of how we come to exist. (We never considered the notion of particular planets 

being in conjunction at our birth nor did we refer to the genetic pool and the lottery 

of what we derive from it) 

We heard a little about a television documentary which had been broadcast the 

previous evening – ‘My brother the Islamist’. This was a film made by the step-

brother of a white Englishman born in Weymouth who had converted to Islam and 

was now actively making more  converts; he proved a sincere and kindly man and 

was yet adamant that for everyone  the goal must be paradise. The film showed 

other white Muslims on excellent terms with each other, rigorous in their religious 

practices, and hospitable to those who did not choose to share their faith.  Clearly 

for this convert religion was a whole-life necessity. Yet had he not simply been 

brainwashed?  We commented on the supposed belief in peace and good being 

challenged by Islam’s division into jarring sects. We also commented on the 

bizarre notion of paradise with beautiful girls ministering to the needs of the men. 

We referred to the brainwashing by the missionary wings of other faiths. One of us 
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referred to collecting boxes at her Sunday School in aid of the conversion of the 

Jews to Christianity. Religion could do a good deal of damage.  

We noted some of the notions and practices of some Christian denominations 

which seemed to us, though not actually damaging, rather dubious – like the 

significance of a bishop  being in the direct line of the apostles and the laying on of 

his hands being fundamental to the rites of the consecration  of deacons and priests 

and to the confirmation of the laity.  

People looked to their religion, we thought, for something reciprocal, for blessing, 

for good fortune in their lives as well as a reward in death.  

Religion, we agreed, could enrich one’s life. We referred especially to the value we 

placed on our perennial awareness of the hymns we have come  to love. But we 

spoke of the Bible being no more than a collection of reminiscences and other 

writings of people long dead.  

We noted that A C Grayling, the firmly humanist philosopher, has just produced 

The Good Book, the humanist’s answer to the Bible. This is a massive collection of 

wisdom from the humanist tradition. Grayling wrote in The Sunday Times, ‘We 

crave wisdom and moral guidance and for too long the religious have tried to 

monopolise the supply of both’.  He explained that a humanist ‘is one who sees 

that our ethics must be based on our best and most sympathetic understanding of 

human nature and the human condition’.  Clearly for Grayling we need to know 

how we should live, but do not need religion to provide the answer.  

But did we, gathered there, need religion? We confessed the sheer necessity for us 

of attending chapel on Sundays –but for some of us it had to be Westgate Chapel 

particularly.  Some needed to have private conversations with God. Some of us 

regarded God as the creator, some did not, but all accepted a sense of the divine. 

For some of us the Prayer of Jesus was what mattered most – and matter it 

certainly did. Some of us accepted the reality of something beyond the material 

world because we had experienced telepathic messages.  

The discussion reflected our freedom of  belief and diversity of understanding.  

New Books from the Lindsey Press 

 
Two new books were issued from Essex Hall in time for the Swansea General 

Assembly annual meetings. Cliff Reed’s highly popular guide to Unitarianism 

today, Unitarian? What’s That? has been revised and provided with a bright cover 

designed by James Barry.  Copies normally cost £2  50 but Kate brought five for 

£10 at Swansea and these are now available for newcomers to the Chapel. The 

second book is again by Cliff Reed. Till the peoples all are one: Darwin’s 

Unitarian Connections is a brief but compelling and sharplu focused account of the 
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influence upon Darwin of his Unitarian family members and his friends. Cliff 

amply demonstrates, including by means of some of Darwin’s own letters, that, 

although he described himself as ‘agnostic’, Darwin might fairly be deemed a 

Unitarian. It can be obtained from Essex Hall for £7  50p plus 0.72p postage.  

 

The 2011 General Assembly 

 
There is already some fascinating and innocative coverage of the Swansea 

meetings to be found on the General Assembly’s website. www.unitarian.org.uk   

 

The Engagement Group  

 

An 'Engagement Group' consisting of Unitarians and non-Unitarians, is 

organised by Mel and Steve from Westgate Chapel. The group meets 

every month, choosing a different location and theme for each meeting, 

but actively engaging with one another following engagement group 

principles (see website: http://www.unitarianengagementgroups.org.uk/). 

We explore and discuss spiritual themes, and the beliefs and attitudes 

which shape our lives. Newcomers are welcome, and should contact Steve 

(boudicca7@talktalk.net) or Mel (melpx@hotmail.com), either at Chapel 

or by email. 

 

***************** 

The Unitarian path is a liberal religious movement rooted in the Jewish 

and Christian traditions but open to insights from world faiths, reason 

and science, and with a spectrum extending from liberal Christianity 

through to religious humanism. (Prologue to The Unitarian Path by 

Andrew Hill.) 

 

Chairman John Goodchild, 12 Shakespeare Avenue,  Normanton, WF6 1EA  

 

Hon Secretary,  

Pulpit Supply                    Kate Taylor, 19 Pinder’s Grove, 

 and Calendar                  Wakefield. WF1 4AH Tel 01924-372748  

                                                      kate@airtime.co.uk 

 

Hon Treasurer Bill Humphreys, 4 Gloucester Grove, Lupset,  Wakefield WF2 8NG  

 

  

http://www.unitarian.org.uk/
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